Numerosity and duration are thought to share common magnitude-based mechanisms in brain regions including the right parietal and frontal cortices like the supplementary motor area, SMA. Numerosity and duration are, however, also different in several intrinsic features. For instance, in a quantification context, numerosity is known for being more automatically accessed than temporal events, and durations are by definition sequential whereas numerosity can be both sequential and simultaneous. Moreover, numerosity and duration processing diverge in terms of their neuronal correlates. Whether these observed neuronal specificities can be accounted for by differences in automaticity or presentation-mode is however not clear. To address this issue, we used brain stimulation (transcranial random noise stimulation, tRNS) to the right parietal cortex or the SMA combined with experimental stimuli differing in their level of automaticity (numerosity and duration) and presentation mode (sequential or simultaneous). Compared to a no stimulation group, performance changed in duration but not in numerosity categorisation following right parietal but not SMA stimulation. These results indicate that the right parietal cortex is critical for duration processing, and suggest that tRNS has a stronger effect on less automatic processes such as duration.
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Introduction
Behavioural and neuronal similarities between duration and numerosity processing have been taken to suggest that these dimensions share common mechanisms and neuronal correlates primarily located in the right parietal cortex (e.g., Walsh, 2003) . Duration and numerosity are, however, different in many ways. One is in terms of how automatically these dimensions are accessed, with duration known for being less automatically processed than numerosity in quantification contexts (e.g., Brown, 1997; Dormal, Seron, and Pesenti, 2006; Roitman, Brannon, Andrews and Platt, 2007) . This may explain why task-irrelevant numerosity typically interferes with duration processing, as well as with other magnitude dimensions such as the stimuli physical size (e.g., Arend, Cappelletti, and Henik, 2014; Dormal and Pesenti, 2007; Henik and Tzelgov, 1982; Javadi and Aichelburg, 2012; Xuan, Zhang, He, and Chen, 2007) . Numerosity and duration also differ in terms of how they are typically presented. Temporal stimuli are often sequential in nature, since temporal events are necessarily defined as being before or after other events. In contrast, stimuli to be enumerated can be presented both sequentially (i.e., one element at a time) or simultaneously (i.e., all elements together; Barth, Kanwisher, and Spelke, 2003; Gallistel and Gelman, 1992) .
The extent to which these distinct features of numerosity and duration processes correspond to differences at the neuronal level, especially in the parietal lobes, is not fully understood. Indeed, a right hemispheric dominance has been suggested for duration processing (e.g., Coull, Davranche, Nazarian, and Vidal, 2013; Dormal, Dormal, Joassin, and Pesenti, 2012; Lewis and Miall, 2003) , whilst numerosity processing is reported to recruit the parietal cortices bilaterally (e.g., Kaufmann et al., 2005; Piazza, Izard, Pinel, Le Bihan, and Dehaene, 2004) . Studies using Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) have confirmed the crucial role of the right parietal cortex in duration processing (Alexander, Cowey, and Walsh, 2005; Bueti, Bahrami, and Walsh, 2008) , whereas stimulating the left IPS impaired performance in a numerosity comparison task, whilst duration comparison was not affected (Cappelletti, Barth, Fregni, Pascual Leone, and Spelke, 2007; Lecce, Didino, Walsh, and Cappelletti, 2015; and Dormal, 
